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To a ZZ u?ion, it Tatty CO7 cei'72:
in Fig. 2,) the said fulcrum-screw at its outer
Be it known that I, LE ROY WILLIAMS, of end, at the rear side of the head, receiving upon
Lansing, county of Ingham, State of Michi it a thumb or check nut, c, by which to hold
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gan, have invented an Improvement in Sew the said fulcrum-screw in adjusted position, a
ing-Machines, of which the following descrip washer
(not shown) being preferably inter
tion, in connection with the accompanying posed between the Said nut and the rear side
drawings, is a specification, like lettel's on th of the head. The slot is diagonal, so that the
drawings representing like parts.
- arms of the lever a may be preserved in the
This invention in sewing-machines relates adjusted positions of the lever in proper rela
especially to improvements in mechanism for tion to the cross-head and the pin on the presser
lifting the presser-bar and its foot.
bar, hereinafter referred to. The shorterlower
In this my invention a lever pivoted oD a arm
of the lever dis extended under a pin or lug,
fulcrum-screw made adjustable in a diagonal e, projecting
from the inner side of the presser
slot made through the rear side of the machine bar F, as shown by dotted lines, Fig.1. At each
lead has its shorter arm extended under a pin descent of the needle-bar the under side of the
or lug projected from the inner side of the cross-head D" strikes the longer arm of the le
presser-bar, while the upper end of the said wer (t, and moves it to lift the presser-bar and
lever is acted upon by the under side of the its attached foot against the stress of the usual
cross-head attached to the needle-bar, the same
which co-operates therewith to hold
being made of suitable shape to operate the spring,
the presser
bar and foot down in a yielding
C.
said lever and lift the presser-foot as usual
while the needle is in the material and the di
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rection of movement of the material being
sewed is being changed, substantially as here
ima?ter particularly set forth and claimed.
Figure I represents a sufficient polition of a
sewing-machine in front view (the face of the
needle and presser-bar guiding-block being

partially broken out) to show liny invention;
and Fig. 2, a rear side view of the machine
head, the supporting-arm and needle-bar-actu
ating shaft being in Section.
The head A, forming part of the usual Sup
porting-arin, J3, the needle-bal-actuating shaft
C, its attached disk D, provided with a roller
stud to enter the cross-head D", the needle and
presser bars E F, respectively, the guiding
block D", attached to the head A. by screw's 2
2, the presser-foot-raising device G, and the
cloth-plate H, (but partially shown,) are as
common to the Weed sewing-machine as known
in the market, So need not be herein further
described. The cross-head D', secured to the
needle-bar and grooved at its inner side, as
(45 usual, to receive the roller-stud of the disk D,
has its under side shaped substantially as
shown in Fig. 1, to act against the uppel' end
or longer arm of the presser-foot-lifting lever
a, pivoted upon the fulcrum-screw b, extended
SO from the inner side of the head. A through a
diagonal slot, a, (shown best by dotted lines

I am aware that the disk which carries the

roller-stud that actuates the needle-bar has

been provided with a can projection to act 75

upon a lever and lift the presser-foot. An in
dependent can has also been provided on the
needle-shaft for operating such a lever; and,
furthermore, the cross-head of a sewing-ma
chille has had a calm-Surface applied to or made
on its upper edge, to operate a lever which is
connected by a link to the presser-bar.
By employing the croSS-head to actuate the
presser-foot-lifting lever at each descent of the
needle-bar, it is possible to lift the presser all
tomatically with but little strain upon thema
chine, the movement of the parts are made
easy and uniforn), and the guiding-block in
which the needle-bar slides may be madethin,
thus insuring a compact arrangement of parts.
I have herein show in the cross-head which

acts upon the presser-foot-lifting lever as that
provided with the groove which receives the
roller-stud which actuates the needle-bar; but
I desire it to be understood that I might em
ploy an additional piece or cross-head pro
jecting from the needle-bar in suitable posi
tion and direction to act directly upon the
presser-foot-lifting lever.
I claim

1. The lever C. and a fulcrum-pin therefor,
fitted in a diagonal slot in the sewing-machine
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head, combined with said head, the needle- the needle-bar, the cross-head D°thereon, the
bar, the cross-head D", to operate said needle- driving-shaft C, and connections between said

bar, and constructed, asset forth, to actuate the
lever a also, the driving-shaft C, and connec5 tions between the cross-head and shaft, and
the presser-bar and its pine, substantially as
shown and described.
2. The lever a, having the screw-threaded
fulcrumb, projecting through a diagonal slot,
Io (, in the sewing-machinehead, and provided
with the set-nut c, combined with said head,

cross-head and shaft, and the presser-bar and
its pine, substantially as shown and described. I5
In testimony whereof Ihave signed my name
to this specification in the presence of two
subscribing witnesses.
LE ROY WILLIAMS,
Witnesses:
THOMAS W. HELEHANT,
S. MI. MILLER.

